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We have used a system of proportional counters to measure the angular distributions of N14 

and 0 16 ions with initial energy .... 0.3 MeV/nucleon after multiple scattering in aluminum 
foils. The data obtained have been analyzed on the basis of Moliere's theory. The experi
mental angular distributions agree satisfactorily with the theoretical distributions if we use 
for the charge of the moving ion the mean-square charge of ions in a beam of equilibrium 
charge composition. 

UP to the present time a considerable number of 
studies have been made of the multiple scattering 
of charged particles in matter. However, the over
whelming majority of experiments have been car
ried out with electrons and mesons, and specific 
experiments with heavy particles practically all 
have been in the region of rather high energies, 
E.G 1 MeV/nucleon. One of the characteristic fea
tures of the scattering processes at these ener
gies is that the theoretical analysis of the results 
is greatly simplified by the complete stripping of 
the nucleus of the incident particle. In particular, 
this simplification is contained in the multiple
scattering theory of Moliere, [ 1l which has been 
very widely used as the result of its generality 
and extremely refined mathematical treatment. 

Recently studies have been initiated at Moscow 
State University on multiple scattering of various 
particles in matter at comparatively low energies. 
Studies of the scattering of 75-200 keV protons in 
carbon, aluminum, and copper[ 2J showed that in 
these cases the principal regularities of the phe
nomenon are preserved and a somewhat modified 
Moliere theory describes the experimental results 
fairly well; here the effects associated with charge 
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exchange of the ion in passing through the mate
rial have practically no effect on the nature of the 
angular distribution of the scattered particles. The 
process becomes considerably more complicated 
in the case of scattering of heavier ions of roughly 
the same energy. Thus, the results of a study of 
the multiple scattering of He4+ ions in C and AI [ 3 J 

indicates, in particular, that the effect of partial 
screening of the field of the moving nucleus by 
atomic electrons has an important effect in this 
case. 

In the present paper we report the results of 
a study of multiple scattering of N14 and 0 16 ions 
in aluminum foils for an initial energy of 
..... 0.3 MeV/nucleon. The measurements were made 
with the 72-cm cyclotron with the basic elements 
of the technique previously developed for a study 
of equilibrium distributions of charges in ion 
beams. [4 ] The experimental arrangement is shown 
in Fig. 1. Beams of triply charged N and 0 ions, 
separated by the magnetic mass analyzer 2, 
passed through a diaphragm 3 1 mm in diameter 
and struck the target-scatterer 4 with an angular 
spread of .... 0.005 rad. The scattered ions were de
tected by the proportional counters 9 located be-
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FIG. 1. Experimental arrangement: 1 -ion beam 
from cyclotron, 2 - magnetic mass analyzer, 3 - dia
phragm 1 mm in diameter, 4- target-scatterer, 5- sliding 
channel, 6- magnetic analyzer, 7- slit 0.08 x 110 mm, 
8- moveable 2-mm slits, 9- proportional counters. 
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Table I 

I F;00 = N; (i.N i 

I 
t, p.g/cm2 ~ E:,MeV {2 

Ions E:0 , MeV 

I I I I I I i=l i=2 i=3 i=4 i = 5 i = 6 i = 7 
I 

Q!6 125 5.01 0.75 -4-I0-4 0.0036±8% 0.051±3% 0,273±1 ,5% 0.445±1.5% 0, 173±2% -0.04 25.0 

{ 125 4.32 0,71 -6.5·10-4 0,0105±6% 0, 136±2% 0.488±1.5% o.:m±l.5% 0.024.5±4% -0.0025 18.5 
Nt4 

256 4.32 I ,45 -12-10-4 0.020±11% 0.211±4% 0.511±3% 0.240±4% 0.016±12% -0.001 16.8 

hind a slit 0.08 mm high by 110 mm long in the 
plane of the beam at a distance of "' 0. 5 m from 
the target; the place of entry of the ions into the 
counters was determined by the position of a sys
tem of moveable slits 8. Between the target and 
the counters there were a sliding channel 5 and a 
magnetic analyzer 6. The targets were free alumi
num foils obtained by vacuum evaporation of the 
metal. 

Figures 2 and 3 show the angular distributions 
f( e) of N14 and 0 16 ions multiply scattered in tar
gets of thickness t = 125±1.6 and 256±2.3ttg/cm2• 

The initial energy of the N14 ions was 4.32 
± 0.15 MeV (v = 7. 7 X 108 em/sec), and of the o16 

ions 5.01 ± 0.15 MeV (v = 7. 75 x 108 em/sec). 
The statistical errors shown are ,..., 2% near the 
peak of the distribution, 2-4% at half height, and 
5-10% in the region 0.1 f(0°); the angles were de
termined with an accuracy of "'5'. 

In addition to the angular distributions, we 
measured the charge composition of the beam of 
ions scattered at angles up to ± 1.5 o. These meas
urements were made with the magnetic analyzer 6 
and the sliding channel 5 narrowed to 1 mm. The 
results obtained are shown in Table I. 

The angular distributions obtained were ana
lyzed on the basis of the Moliere-Bethe theory,u, 51 

developed for scattering of fast charged particles 
by atoms described by a statistical model. The re
sults of the calculations are given in Table II and 
in Figs. 2 and 3. The expression for the screening 
angle Xa, which characterizes the interaction of 
the particle with the screened field of the target 
atom, was obtained from this theory by appro xi-

mating the Thomas-Fermi function by the sum of 
three exponentials and has the form 

Xa = 1(X / a)y'1.13 + 3,76a2, (1) 
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FIG. 2. Angular distributions for scattering of N14 ions 
in Al. E0 = 4.32 MeV (7.70 x 108 em/sec); t = 125 p.g/cm2 : 

•- experimental points, curve 1- theory with Z ,' = 20.0 = P, 
2- theory with Z,' = 49; t = 256 jlg/cm2 : 0, X, 6 - different 
series of measurements, curve 3- theory with z ,' = 18.5 = p' 
4- theory with Z,2 = 49. 

Table II 

Ions and E 0 ,1·t, p.g/cmll E, Mev 
I 

-

I 
X9 , rad 

I 
Qb u z2 Xc, rad Xa, rad Xc VB, rad- deg 

MeV (1. 1 

N" 4 32 ( I 
{ 49 - 9. 71·10-3 1.60-10-3 2.18·10-2=1.25° 

125 3.98 27.0 0.307 ·I0-4 36.9 5.05 20.0 6.20-10-3 1.03-J0-3 1. 39-I0-2=0.80° 

{ 49 15.5-10-3 1.78' I0-3 3.78·10-2=2.16° 
256 3.58 28.4 0. 323 .J0-4 75.5 5.95 18.5 9.b2 -10-3 1.09-10-3 2.32-10-2=1.33° 

{ 64 9.55·10-3 1.57-I0-3 2.14-10-2=1.23° 

0 16, 5.01{ 
125 4.64 I 30,5 0.266-10-4 36.9 5.05 26.5 6.15-10-3 1.01-J0-3 J. 38 ·I0-2=0. 79° 

32.0 0.278-J0-4 75.5 5.95 { 64 14.95-10-3 ]. 72-I0-3 3.66·10-2=2.10° 
256 4.24 25.0 9.35-10-3 I. 07 ·I0-3 2 .28-J0-2= I. 31 o I 
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FIG. 3. Angular distributions of o•• ions scattered in AI. 
E0 = 5.01 MeV (7.75 x 108 em/sec); t = 125 f1g/Cm 2 : e, o, X, 

+, 6- different series of measurements, curve 1- theory with 
Z,' = 26.5 = I', 2- theory with Z,' = 64; t = 256 11g/cm2 : t, 
•-experimental points, curve 3-theory with Z 1

2 = 25.0 = I2 , 

4- theory with Z,' = 64. 

where 
-t;. 

1"-=li/p, a=0.88SaoZ2 (a0 =e2 /lic), 

a = Z1Z2e2 I liv = Z1Z2 I 137B; 

p, v, and Z1 are the momentum, velocity, and 
charge of the incident particle, and Z2 is the 
atomic number of the target atoms. Here the 
shape of the angular distribution of scattered par
ticles is determined by the single parameter B, 
which depends only on the "effective number of 
collisions'' 

(2) 

where 

(3) 

(Nt is the number of scattering centers per cm2 of 
target), and the half-width of the distribution at a 
height e-1f(0°) is given by the relation[ 6J 

Under our conditions the relation a » 1 is 
satisfied (see Table II) and therefore, according 

(4) 

to (1)-(3), Qb is practically independent of the ve
locity of the scattered particle: 

( 5) 

The absence in expression (5) of a dependence 
on the charge of the particle is a defect of the 
theory; it originates from the fact that in calcula
tion of Xa the field of the incident particle is as
sumed to be purely Coulomb. Therefore the theo
retical calculations on the basis of formulas ( 3)
(5) in the energy region of interest to us should 
lead to exaggeration of the widths of the angular 
distributions of the scattered particles. For our 
cases this exaggeration amounts to ~50% (the 
dashed curves in Figs. 2 and 3). In this connection 
we attempted to "correct" the theory by introduc
tion of an effective charge of the ion, Zeff < Z1• 

For Zeff we took the mean-squared ionic charge 
i 2 in a beam with equilibrium charge composition. 
The results of the calculations using i 2 are shown 
in Figs. 2 and 3 by the solid lines. In each case 
the calculations were made for an average ion 
energy 

E =E0 -J}.E /2; 

the values of t.E were determined on the basis of 
the known data on specific energy losses of N and 
0 ions. [ 7J Values of i 2 for E were found by ex
trapolation of values listed in Table I, on the basis 
of the known dependence of i 2 on energy for N14 

ions in celluloid. [ 8 J 

We can see from the figures that this very sim
ple approximation leads to satisfactory agreement 
of the half-widths of the theoretical and experi
mental angular distributions. 

Comparison of the shapes of the experimental 
and theoretical distributions f( B) shows that for 
large angles Z~ff apparently should be greater 
than i 2, and for small angles, on the other hand, 
Z~ff < i 2• This fact is not surprising for, accord
ing to (4) and (5), the choice of Zeff does not af
fect the value of ~. which determines (through 
the parameter B) the shape of the distribution, but 
changes only the angle scale for Xc· Therefore, 
to take into account more accurately the screening 
of the nuclear field of the scattered particle and 
its change during the charge-exchange process, it 
is necessary to consider the dependence of this 
screening angle Xa (and consequently ~) on the 
degree of ionization of the incident ion. 
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